ABOUT US

CMS LPS URAKAM

CMS LPS URAKAM is a lower primary school situated in KERALA,THRISSUR
District.Our school has established in 1901 by Christian
missionary.Dr.Rev.Bower has done a commendable service for the beginning
of CMS LPS URAKAM. Before the formation of school,education were took
place in small sheds,small houses and so on.The Christian missionaries who
established educational institutions throughout the length and breath of
Kerala opened their gate for everybody without looking caste or creed.Thus
the backward category people have also got chances for self education.

LEEMOL.C.VARGHESE is the school Head Mistress.Totally we have 274
students in our school.We are upto 11 staffs and two non teaching staffs.We

are providing lunch to all in connection with the state’s mid day meal
programme.Also we are doing farming in a limited place.

CUBS AND BULBULS

We have a self efficient team of cubs and bulbuls in our school.Cubs and
bulbul activities help to foster in our students important values like
honesty,friendship,dignity,patience,discipline,kidness etc.It prepares the
students to take up bigger tasks which also helps in their mental and physical
growth.The Investiture Ceremony is one of the most momentous occasions
for Cubs and Bulbuls.The programme started with a prayer song and flag
song followed by greeting the audience.Then the badges and the scarves
were blessed and given to the recruits.Our Cubs and Bulbuls still working as a
part of Green School Programme.
LEARN FROM NATURE

Outdoor education is organized learning that place in the outdoors.We
provided outdoor learning for the students twice in a week.

They sit together under the shade of trees and enjoying the biodiversity of
nature.Our eco team observing different plants and its features based on the
curriculam .It also helps learning more interesting and make them more
curious.

LOVE PLASTIC
Love plastic is one of the eco friendly projects that we have been
undertaking in 2018 onwards.Our students and staffs brought used but well
cleaned plastic covers on every Friday.Cubs,GSP members and teachers
together sort this plastics based on its thickness.

An authorized agency come to school and collect these sorted plastics for
recycling purposes.We got second prize for LOVE PLASTIC project in district
level competition.
KINDER GARTEN

We, our school happily running an enthusiastic kinder garten to foster and
facilitate the intellectual and social development of the learners.Here we use
a variety of activities and instructional
methods(songs,stories,media,structural games,art,outdoor activities etc) to
motivate and stimulate learners abilities.We are maintaining an open line of
communication with parents and provide appropriate information .
NATURE WALK
A walk in nature brings us a serenity by allowing our overstimulated modern
minds a chance to rest.It helps to relax ,lowers stress and anxiety
levels.Spending time in the nature make us so cool.We are doing nature walk
programme in connection with GSP.Our students got much more idea about
eco green magic from the nature.
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